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Project summary : 
Among age-related brain disorders, memory difficulties are the most prominent. However, 
at the same age, while some of us seem to have retained their memory capacities others 
experience significant difficulties, particularly in everyday life recognition memory. This 
internship is part of a research project aimed at understanding the functional determinant of 
successful brain aging. In this approach, it is particularly important to be able to distinguish 
memory disorders characteristic of normal aging from those associated with pathological 
aging, but also to focus on the inter-individual variation of cognitive impairments in relation 
to environmental and intrinsic factors. The study of cognitive aging in rats allows us to focus 
on normal aging since neurodegenerative disorders do not spontaneously exist in this 
species. The objective of the internship is to carry out a behavioral study in rodents to 
evaluate the evolution of recognition memory performance across aging. Three different 
versions of object recognition task will be tested. In parallel of the behavioral tests, animals 
brain integrity and function will be evaluated using non-invasive imaging approaches 
(microPET scan and MRI) designed for small animals. 
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